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수중 SAW Device의 최적 설계법

Optimal Design of Underwater SAW Devices

노용래*

* 사，거 h"학 기 言如겨 上

(Yong Rae Roh)

요 약

최근 신호 처리 기기와 센서로서 각광을 받고 있는 SAW Device는 때론 목적에 따라 수중에서 사용해야 할 때가 잇 

다. 一丄러나 유체내의 고체 표면을 전파하는 표면파의 경우, 유체내로의 에너지 손실로 인해 설계상에 많은 어려움을 주-三 

있다. 따■라서 본 연구에서는 이러한 어려움을 극복할 수 있는 최적 설계법으로서, 컴苻터 도형해식을 통해 수중에서 압전 

누진에 의한 요변와의 최대 발진 효율, 최소 선와 감쇄율, 그리卫 pure mode 전파를 이룰 수 있는 SAW Dwce의 최 적 

geometry. 즉 초적 압전 결정 평며. 표면파 전파 방향, 그리고 무차원 전파 계수 늘을 구하였다. 본 논문에 서 는 丑며파가 

신，斗차旨 卫체 재로로서 FZT와 PVDF 적층, ■그리고 쇠 하부층을 사용하였으나, 이 설계법은 임의의 유체층과 고체층의 

소하에도 적용할 수 있다. 동일한 기술은 수중음향 계측기, antifouling, w리고 산업 및 의료 분야 등에 쓰이는 센서와 

발신기의 선게예도 바로 응용할 수 있다.

ABSTRACT

Dcpcntimg on purpose, SAW device may have to funciton while immersed in a liquid. Those who arc familiar with 
SAW devices would anticipate difficulty since the propagating surface waves will tend to radiate energy into 나世 liquid 
and hence suffer attenuation. Thus, to design an immerablc SAW device, more attention and full information a tout 
the wave、properites is required to overcome the attenuation and get the highest SAW generation cficicncv. Through 
riuniericai simulation, the optima! geometry of underwater SAW devices, such as optimal psezoekxtnc crystaj cur. SAW 
propagation direction and nondimcnsiona! wave number(ka) is determined to get the maximum SAW' cxcnai；6r： t'fti 

니須 minimum attenuation m propagation and pure mode propagation tor 시］ the modes of suriact1
iigation. The design technique can be applied to an arbitrary combin^ition of <i ［康、次乂、嵐吒口匸 layer, substnUe arul n 
bquid nuxiiuni. In this paper, PZT and PVDF layers and a st.eel substrate art' use for the solid ! E b.-ch-：

iq成'(冲 be easily employed for the design of nnderwater sensors and actuators tor the appliGiricHis, •、由 k us •••.unar. 
niiirinc HnufoiHing. mdustriai and sneciical uses.
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I. Introducton

For several decades, b니ik elastic waves propag - 

ating inside solids have played an important role 

in electronics. Initially these waves were used in 

oscillators and filters crnplovirig precisely dinicns - 

ioned piezoelectric crystals, usually made from 

quartz[1」. Later, devices which employed the 

propagation of bulk elastic waves in solids over 

paths that were many wavelengths long, were 

made for the guidance or delay of signals. Rece

ntly, engineers m many different fields have dir

ected attention to surface elastic waves because 

of the possibility of constructing signal processing 

devices which employ these waves and their s니p- 

eriority to bulk wave devices. These waves are 

modes of propagation of elastic energy along the 

free surface of an infinite hall-space in which the 

displacement amplitudes of the propagi^tmg wave? 

decay in an exponential fashion with depth beneath 

the surface. Hence, essentially all of the associated 

energy density is concentrated within a distance 

□f the order of a wavelength below the free sur

face. Devices employing the surface waves, SAW 

devices, have fc心nd various uses and intensive 

research activity has had rapid results in terms 

of applications to the consumer, commercial and 

military marketsL2]. Depending on purpose. SAW 

devices may have to function while immersed in 

a liquid. Those who are familiar with SAW devices 

would anticipate difficulty since the propagating 

surface waves would tfrid to rad!지。- energy into 

the liquid and hence s니ffer attenuation. Viktorov's 

study 1.3J suggests that losses mound 4 qB / 'villz.

cm will arise. 13uI ! i二泠方3， i

山 q of Roederev .-ind Bastiaaris 4 ' an(i of R*  

tiaans[5] prove the feasibility ot an immersabie 

GAW (irvice, vr! tbf device sb.ouk! be designed 

inorc caretuHv to ovcrcoiTie the ;iticnuation m 

propagation. Therefore an accurate and reliable 

design method needs to be developed for the 

underwater SAW devices.
In designing underwater SAW device, there are 

several factors which should be considered carefully. 

The first is the SAW generation efficiency by 

means of IDTs, Piezoelectricity, utilized in a SAW 

device, is the phenomenon which couples elastic 

stresses and strains to electric fields and displac

ements. It occurs only in anisotropic materials 

whose internal structure ia사屬 a centre of symm

etry. Because of the inherent anisotropy, the SAW 

generation efficiency by IDTs is different for 

different materials, crystal cuts, SAW propagation 

directions and types of the surface waves. Thus 

it should be carefully studied and, for a given 

material and type of the surface waves, the opt

imal combination of the variables should be selected 

to get the highest generation efficiency. Th은 most 

convenient way to find the combination is to 

calculate SAW velocities with electrically open and 

shorted boundary conditions at the tree surface 

of the piezoelectric layer and to compare the fra

ctional change of the two sets of values. If no 

change occ니rs under such a boundary condition 

change, the interaction between the surface waves 

and the perfect conductor at the top of the piez - 

oelectric layer is negligible so far as surface wave 

generation is concerned. On the other hand, if the 

change in velocity is significant, the interaction 

between the surface waves and an electrode type 

transd니cer should be correspondingly greater. 

Therefore with the two sets of velocity data, the 

value of Av / v (v ; phase velocity with open elec - 

li leal bumiclary conditions, v1 : phase velocity with 

：?hort.ed ("■l.ectric'al hrundHr'/ conditions. 스'' ' 一顼 

is calculated m order to estimate the surface wave 

excitation efficiency by means of interdigital ele- 

ctrtxle transducers

The next factor is that the surface wave prop 
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agation should be a p니re mdoe. In otner words, 

the direction of the waves' energy flow should 

coincide with the direction of the wave propagation 

[7丄 Unless the propagating wave is a p네"e mode, 

it is very likely that, in the SAW device, the 

waves generated by a transmitter may totally miss 

a receiver. Especially, for a large low frequency 

SAW device, this factor should be carefully treated. 

Therefore only the piezoelectric crystal cut and 

propagation direction showing a p니re mode prop

agation should be employed in the design of the 

device.

Another and the most important factor is the 

attenuation in propagation. The attenuating pro

perty of the underwater surface waves should be 

studied in detail, and based on the results, the 

crystal cut, the propagation direction, the nondimen 

sional wave number ka for a given material, and 

the type of surface waves having the minimum 

attenuation in propagation should be selected.

Considering all these factors, the optimal geom

etry of underwater SAW devices should be deter - 

mined so that the maximum SAW generation 

efficiency, the minimum propagation attenuation 

and pure mode propagation can be achived.

The s니rface wave propagation at the boundary 

between a fluid and a solid medium has been 

investigated by some a냖thors[3, 8J both theoreti

cally and experimentally. B니t those works are 

concerned only with the Rayleigh wavs when the 

solid medium is isotropic and nonpiezoelectric. 

Furthermore, higher mode Rayleigh waves (2nd, 
3rd …)were not paid much attention, and there 

fore, the 니nderwater SAW propagation is not as 

well understood as the traction free SAW propa 

gH.tion. In this paper, all the possible' surface aco- 

니she wave [iropagation at the boundary between 

"fluid iiiedium (water j and (i layered niedmiTi 

! a 니}in film of -.iK'zoek'cir.ic matenal on au infinite 

half spact?). showii hi i7ig. 1. uivestig

piezoelectric layer {
X3 - 0 ----------------------------J----------------------------  X

steel F

Fig. 1 Coordinate system for surface wave propagation 
in a thin layer of piezoelectric material on steel 

ated extensively through numerical analysis. When 

the SAW frequency is high, the piezoelectric layer 

itself can be considered as an infinite half space 

in comparison with the wavelength of surface 

waves, while the existence of the substrate under 

the layer can be ignored. However when the fre

quency is low, the thickness of the piezoelectric 

layer becomes less than the wavelength and the 

influence of the substrate can no longer be ignored 

I 9]. Therefore, the general surface acoustic wave 

propagation in a thin film of piezoelectric material 

on an infinite isotropic half space is investigated 

for the development of both' high and low freq나- 

ency SAW devices.

For all the piezoelectric crystal cuts where sur

face wave? propagation is of pure mode, two-dim

ensional and three -dimensional dispersion curves 

of all the types of surfac?e waves arc calculated 

for all the inodes of All the first mode

surface wa vc 'cel(x:ities art- c.alcuk-iteci with both 

(,)pen and shoned ekectrical boundary conditions 

at t.he !?iyer surface. In addition, the attenuation 

of the surface waives n'i the propagation direction 

is calculated and described. Based on the results, 

bv c'onsidenng I(design factors mentioned above, 

the optimal gcomelry of th(' immersed SAW device 

n for u心 ci waves. The

(gecjrne'tr'< h ic(ms optiin；d crystal!"心) 

:ki多tt心"：〈him顷：，'心【¥."时计37顷頒1 nin'nbvr

k;.i. In tl'i- 「」「卩嵐'321" io： ihi
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oelectric layer, PZT-5H is used for the general 

investigation of a SAW propagation in arbitrary 

piezoelectric crystal cuts. Later, the general tech

nique developed with PZT-5H is applied to PVDF. 

For PVDF, beca나se of its availability only as a 

thin film, only the crystal XY plane is used as 

i.lie idvicr:101

II. Ca이니ation Procedure

This section formulates the general problem of 

underwater surface wave propagation on a layerd 

medium. The coordinate system to be used thro

ughout the discussion is illustrated in Fig. 1. The 

^vave number k is made to be a complex number 

(kr+ikj) to represent the attenuation in the pro

pagation direction. The imaginary part of k(kj 

will be the attenuation factor m propagation. The 

propagation direction denoted by the wave number 

k is taken as the X】direction. The surface waves 

decay in the negative X3 direction. For the repr 

esentation of different cuts of surface plane and 

propagation directions, arbitrary orientations of the 

crystal surface with respect to the coordinate axes 

(Xj, X2 and X3) are considered. This is carried out 

by means of a coordinate transtormaion through 

Euler angles from the crystal axis to the desired 

coordinate system. For surface ac이」stc wave 

propagation on a piezoelectric material, due to tlie 

low v이ocily of he waves relative to electromagnetic 

wave v리ocities, magnetic fields can be neglected 

an(i electric fields are derived from a scalar ;x)te-

Wit!; this (juasi static approximation, in the 

medium, the displacements Uj and the electric 

polcnhal。m eacn irieuiiiii)成妇」盘)die Mik丿

i . A. j i. K.ii i ； i l 1 , \ I.< . . , . . ■ j./1...、. i. ； ■,■■：■ i >.

c 也_e3 = 0

where p is the density of the medium, CUkl is the 

elastic stiffness tensor measured at constant electric 

field, eku is the piezoelectric tensor and €ik is the 

dielectric tensor measured at constant strain. For 

the substrate, because the material (steel) is an 

isotropic and conducting material, the piezoelectric 

constants are zero and the electric potential in Eq. 

1 is ignored. All the data used are from Auld： 

7丄
For each medium, the elastic displacement Uj 

and the electric potential。are assumed to be 

a linear combination of terms or partial waves of 

the following form：

Uj = Otj exMikbx) exp[i(kx] - cot)]

0 = a4 cxp(ikbx3)exp[i(kx1-ax)] ⑵

where is the relative amplitude factor, b is the 

decay factor and is the he이uency. When the 

assumed solutions are substituted into Eq. 1, the 

illations between / k, b and % of the PZT-5H 

layer are obtained through Eq. 3：

%

0

(3)

where

Mu 프 C55b2 + 20^ + Ch
M33 = C33I) 허 T 2。3步 1

M[3 그。3夕2 + (C13 + C35)b + Ci5

Mg = e35b2 + (e154-e31)b + e13 
2

m34 = e33b +(e13+e35)b + e15
M22 - ^44^2 + 犯盘)+ C&6

M]2 = C45b2+ (Ci4 + + C16
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M23 = C34b2 + (C36 + C45)b + C56 

M“= e34b2 + (e14+e36)b + e16 

M44 = - ( 切小허+ 2£13b + £] J)

For the steel substrate, an equation similar to 

Eq. 3 is obtained, except that all terms involving 

piezoelectric constants and permittivities are absent.

For a nontrivial solution, the determinant of the 

coefficient matrix in Eq. 3 should be zero. The 

determinant is an algebraic equation in the quantity 

a/k, and b which gieves the depth dependence 

of the waves. For a certain assumed value of oj / 

k, eight roots are obtained for b in the layer, and 

six are obtained for the substrate. Of the six roots 

calculated for the substrate, only those having a 

negative imaginary part are acceptable, since the 

waves decay and vanish at infinite depth. For the 

layer of finite thickness, the waves may grow, 

decay or remain constant: all the eight roots are 

admissible. Hence, for the solid layered medium 

under consideration, eleven partial waves (three 

for steel, eight for piezoelectric layer) are combined 

together with the weighting factros (的)denoting 

relative amplitude ratios. In the layer,

8
Uj = [ £ An a(n)j exp(ikb(피相) ] exp[i(kXj - cot)] 

n= 1

8
◎ = [ E % a(n)4 exp(ikb 叫3)j expfi(kx 】.可 

n« 1

in the substrate,

3
U“ 그[ £ Ama』m}jexp(ikb"m)x3)] exp[i(kX]S)] 

m= I

(4)

A'herc An anci Am are otlier relative amplitude 

A-eiglituig i'actofs be(足対 using boundary 

■oiuiitions

韓國咅響學會誌9巻4號(1990)

In water, the particle displacements and electric 

potential are assumed to have the following form

U" [ = a ] exp(ikb^3) exp[i(kx1 - cot)]

U"3= a3 exp(ikb*X3 )exp[i(kx】-<ot)]

0" = a4exp(ikbwx3) exp[i(kxi - ax)] (5)

The elastic property of water is represented by 

a single elastic constant A (modulus of compression) 

while the effect of viscosity is ignored. The ass 

timed solutions satisfy the following equations of 

motion simplified from general equations] 12]:

対1 PwMu”l
■----- ---  4
3x] 고 9x^X3 X *
a%j"i 也 P、Q 气J“3
ax 0勺 5x32 =—----------

x dt2

v2妒=:0, (6)

where g is the density of water. Substitution of 

U i and IJ 3 into Eq. 6 leads to the following 

equation :

T。have a nontrivial solution, the determinant 

of the coefficient matrix in Eq. 7 should be zero, 

Erorn which it follows that

bg) = + J-1+宰 (쓰)2

邮 = 一丿1咛(쓰)2

()1 lFicsf ze ri.x)ts, I [.'irt'LK'r i】

('until! ion ! !i?i! Hit1 -i.irlacc wf ■■■>'■ 心:

tis Then ；li</ ivk.itive jriipUliidc-「⑴"①’以

"• ( d 1! ： i 1 T U' 'I I * l! ! ! ' Uh' } )摂’r
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of Eq. 7,

Then the displacements m water are determined 

by Eq. 10 :

U" 1 = C a 1 expQkbw?%) exp[i(kx 】-ox)]

Uf = Ca3 cxp(ikb*X3 )cxp[i(kx i - 3以 (10)

where C is another amplitude weighting factor to 

be determined using boundary conditions. Now, 

with the constitutive equations of a piezoelectric 

medium (E야. 11), the boundary conditions at the 

interface between the piezoelectric layer and the 

steel, as well as the layer and water are applied 

to the sets of solutions of each medium. The 

constitutive equations are

Tij = CijKki - ekiEk

叫=勺声*  + ©诋目齢， (11)

where Tfj is the stress, Skl is the strain, Ek is the 

electric field and 1% is the 니eclric displacement. 

The boundary conditions are

(a) Mechanical Transverse

(1) continuity of transverse displacement at the 

interface between layer and substrate : U?=l板

(2) continuity of transverse shear traction at the 

interface between layer and substrate ； L—T；

(3) vanishing of transverse shear tract ion at the 

interface between water and layer, '「32=()

(b) Electrical

( 4) continuitv of the normal 시©cUk dispiacement 

at the interface between laver ad substrate :

(5) continuity of electric potential at the interlace 

between layer ad substrate ：。= 0

(6) continuity of the normal electric dis[.)kiccment

at the interface between water and layer : D3

(7) continuity of electric potential at the interface 

between water ad layer :。= 0

(c) Mechanical Sagittal

(8) continuity of longitudinal displacement at the 

interface between layer and s나)strate :

(9) continuity of vertical displacement at the 

interface between layer and substrate : 1&=1丄；

(10) continuity of sagitta] shear traction at the 

interface between layer and substrate : 丁幻=匸

(11) continuity of normal traction at the interface 

between layer and substrate ; 丁妒二丁了

(12) vanishing of sagittal shear traction at the 

interface between water and layer, 匚가=(}

(13) continuity of normal traction at the interface 

between water and layer :

(14) continuity of vertical displacement at the 

interface between water and layer : L':i= l.'：!

where U, T, D, 。are of the layer, U, T are 

of the substrate and I?". D", T. 0 are of the 

free space, respectively. Since the substrate material 

is a conductor,。at the mterfae between the layer 

and the s니bstrate is zero. Hence, m composing a 

boundary condition matrix, the conditions (4) and 

(5) are combined through row reduction. In add

ition, the form of the potential in water is taken 

to be

0" = <t>texp[-lc(x3 - a)] (12)

where 0 a is the electric potential in the layer at. 

the interface with water, to satisfy both Laplace s 

Equation and the teundary condition (7). Because 

Da =—//J), by setting Da=kE。at the 

lave-；-日，"f he 卩"：时宀、

combmeci. The total number oi reiiiaingirig b이m 

dary conditions is twelve. The unknown rclativt' 

amplitude weighting factors (' and % are also 
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twelve (eight for the layer, tlirce tor the substi'iite 

and one for water.). Thus a x 12 boundary 

condition matrix is composed, whose elements arc 

tunctions of cq and complex nondimcnsional wave 

number ka(kra+ik,a). To get a nontrivial solution. 

나】。determinant of the coefficient matrix 이]ould 

be zero. For one given vanable {tor instance s). 

the cjeterminant contains two unknows (kra and 

Ila). Hence the search for the roots of kra and 

kq is solved as a two'-'dimensional niimmization 

problem. In this manner, two-dimensional and 

three- dimensional dispersion curves are drawn for 

various piezoelectric crystal cuts and SAW propa - 

gat ion directions in which the wave propagation 

is proved to be pure mode. Two- dimensional and 

ihree- dimensional curves showing kfa kra 

Victor) vs. kra are drawn as well. Since the com - 

plex wave number k is defined, the weighting 

i actors An. Am and C of the partial waves are 

obtained by calculating the eigen vectors of the 

boundary condition matrix. With the calculated 

values of b, k, “，An. Am and C, the elastic dis- 

l)l；iccrnents and electric potential of wch medium 

are completely evaluated, except for an arbitrary 

factor dependent on excitation which multiplies 

itic whole solution.

To calculate the surface wave phase velocity 

wit li shorted electrical boundary conditions at the 

mlc^rface between water and the layer、the layer 

surlacc is assumed to be covered by an infinites- 

iirially thin conductor. Bcca니se the new conductor 

la\-er is so thin, the mechannical boundary cond- 

itloiis at the layer surface are still valid. However 

ihc' potential at. the layer surface is set to zero 

hi I he sanie manner as before, dispersion curves 

irc; drawn with the electncallv shorteci boun(]arv 

")iEh ions.

田.Results

In calculation, tor piezoelectric layer. PZT- 

5H is used for the general investigation of a SAW 

propagation m ^irbitrary piezoelectric crystal c니ts. 

Later, the general techiriiQue developed with PZ 

T-5FI is applied to PVDF, For the medium con

figuration under consideration, there are three 

different types of surface waves, Rayleigh, Love 

and Scholte waves, which can propagate simulta - 

neou이y. For the Rayleigh waves, the appearance 

of a liquid above the solid layered medium ca니s淡 

them to atten니ate exponentially in their propagation 

direction due to energy seepage into the liquid. 

Their wave propagation vector is inclined to the 

liquid and the energy of the waves is continuously 

transferred from the solid to the liquid medium. 

On the Love waves, the existence of water does 

not have much effect. Their wave propagation 

vector still lies parallel to the layer surface and 

there is no energy leakage into the liquid. However 

for certain piezoelectric layer crystal c니ts, the Love 

waives are coupled to thf electric fi이d and because 

of the high dielectric constant of water, their phase 

velocities are changed. For the Scholte waves, 

which arc not observed when the? region above 

the layer is vacuum, the particle motion lies in 

the sagittal ;.)lane of the liquid- solid interface. 

Their properties of propagation have much in 

common with 나}(北e of the R;；iyleigl: waves. They 

arc pure surface waves and most of their energx 

is con fined aro 니 nd the interlace, leaking no energy 

into either medium. Eor the Rayieigli waves, most 

(,)f their energy resides m th<? solid part while for 

ilH' Scholte waves, it resides m (he- watei; It shov.-n 

thc.it. for the appHeat ion of S AW

devices, the1 Ravleigh wLives arc preferred to !卜认 

Scholte1 waves because * he Kuvleigh w；/iv(•：•； ⑴厂 

more t'asilv coin n)H(?d bv * ])e r；/ e ： 小厂i

Hiedium.

丁hi、i.iispci'sitni ri.ir'cc - iic "，八!厂尽!〕 w；i\-顷： 

I he 丨 丨' .打]e心。！成 Ee" :)Linu - \\\ ■ ― .f 
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in Fig. 2. On this crystal plane, the Rayleigh waves 

are coupled to the electric fi이ds and they are 

stiffened. In the figure, solid lines denote the phase 

velocities of the medium under consideration and 

broken lines denote the res니Its obtained when the 

layer surface is traction free. The fundamental 

mode starts at the free surface Rayleigh wave 

velocity of steel. When the layer surface is traction 

free, all the higher mode dispersion curves start 

at the bulk shear wave velocity of steel (vs). But 

in Fig. 2, the dipersion curves of higher modes 

go beyond the traction free cut-off velocity (vs). 

This is because the wave number is a complex 

number. The decay factors bs(m) with depth into 

the substrate are calculated from the secular 

equation, Eq. 3, of steel and are

玳 = 貯 = 一/為 (씁 )2

Fig. 2. Dispersion curve of Rayleigh waves on PZT 
3H XY pkiiic

", iq thp 서。nvitv -inri ( '.. nr】서 ( ' .. 分tht> 

clastic 、"刊 니 ant?： st tv1：. T-- ■■ l.)c' m「仁w

waves, fhe wave> snouki(hica\ with dis!ance froryi 

나it: lay('r surface arid all the bs's 나】ould have a 

negative imaginary part. When k is a real num成*.  

i, e., the layer solace is traction iret.', ai velocities 

higher than vs, l)s( 1) and bs12) become re시

numbers and the waves cease to be surface waves. 

But when k is a complex number, even though 

the value of the phase velocity (w/ realfk]) rea

ches v$, unless the imaginary part of k disappears 

at the same time, the bs's still maintain their 

negative imaginary part. The waves continue to 

be s나rface waves. 'I'he new cut-off velocities of 

the surface waves are the points whers bss cease 

to have negative imaginary part, which correspond 

to the points whre the imaginary part of k disa

ppears. In Fig. 2, each mode starts at its own 

cut-off velocity where becomes zero and app

roaches its asymptotic value. The variation of the 

loss factor (kfa/kra) with kra is shown in Fig. 

3. The first mode starts at the value of 0.011 and 

after showing a maximum value at kra=2.3, 

approaches an asymptotic value. The curve shows 

나le minimum value at kra=0.6. The curves of 

higher modes start with the kja / kra value of 0 

and, after maximum values, approach their asym

ptotic values. Within the kra range of 0 to 5, the 

loss factor of the first mode is always bigger than 

that of higher modes. For Love waves, all three 

modes start at the shear wave velocity of steel 

and approach the unstiffened shear wave velocity 

of PZT -5H. The existence of the water does not 

make any difference becaus they are pure modes 

and are not coupled to electric fields. They do not 

leak any energy into either medium and their wave 

numbers are real. For Scholte waves on the isot

ropic basal plane, they suffer no 겄ttenuatioi】 in 

the propagation direction and their wave immbers 

are real. There is only one mdoe of propagation 

which starts at the Scholte wave velocity of the 

waterinterface and approaches that of the 

waler-r;Z 1 ,i iiilcrhicc. i iit： vckx.：iije?> ait： alWciy：-..

less than that of the bulk wave in the water(14 

77.9 m / s). When the free surface is coated with 

a thin layer of conductor, the phase velocities o! 

Rayleigh waves are changed. The value of Av v 
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for the first Rayleigh mode waves, Fig. 4, reaches 

a local maximum at kra=s0.6 and 2.6. For Love 

waves, since they are not coupled to the electric 

potential, shorting the free surface has no effect 

on them.

Fig. 3 Loss factor of Rayleigh waves on PZT-5H XY 
plane

Fig. 4 Excitation efficiency vs. kra for first mod。

Rayleigh waves on PZT-5H basal plane

The layer surface is changed into the crystal 

Y-cut plane. The isotropic basal plane becomes 

■a vertical plane and the Z axis (poling axis) lies 

on the surface plane. The new surface, the crystal 

XZ plane, is an anisotropic plane. Therefore, the 

i.)ehavior of surface waves is dependent on their 

propiigation direction. There arc two pure mode 

nroj)agauon directions on this [)lane, the crystal 

\ and Z axes. When lilt' surface waives pro 

pagating along the crystal Z axis, they show the 

same degenerate case as that on the isotropic basal 

plane for which the Rayleigh waves are coupled 

to the electric fi니ds. For loss factors, Fig. 5, the 

first mode starts at the kfa / kra value equal to 

0.011 and shows the maximum and the minimum 

values at kra—2.7 and 0.7., respectively. The phase 

velocity of the Rayleigh waves with shorted bou

ndary conditions at the free surface is almost the 

same as that with open boundary conditions. That 

is, coupling effect of Z axis propagation is very 

weak. For the Love waves, as on the basal plane, 

all three modes start at the shear wave velocity 

of steel and approach the shear wave velocity of 

PZT-5H. For the Scholte waves, the dispersion 

curve shows the same trends as that on the iso

tropic basal plane, starting at the Scholte wave 

velocity of steel- water interface and approaching 

that of water-PZT-5H.
For X axis propagation, the electric fi이ds are 

coupled to the Love waves instead of the Rayleigh 

waves. Because the dielectric constant of water 

(4=80) is higher than that of free space, the 

dispersion curve of the Love waves is changed 

from those when the layer surface is traction free. 

For the krai ran잉。of (j to 5, the phase velocities 

of all the modes are a little lower than those 

obtained with traction free boundary conditions, 

Eig. 6. Since the Love waves do not tansfer their 

energy to cither water or steel, their wave number 

k is a real number and the cut-off vclccities are 

the bulk shear wave velocity of ste니 (Vs). Figure 

7 shows Av \r for the fnst mode Love waves, 

where it reaches its maximum value at a kra —2 

.8. For the Rayleigh waives, the dispersion curves 

are similar to 나lose、on the basal plants b'oi 】()& 

factors. Fig. 8. the first nuxit1 starts al tlic value 

oi ().()11 a nd dt ter showing 强 rnaxirnuiTi value ar 

kra 二2.4, a;.)pr()uclu's ar; asvrnpt.otic wduc. 'T!i(? 

ii'iininruivi 「'山it’ ！》ioc.-UcJ ;U k.-n--- 0.7. '['iiu Schnhr
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Fig. 5 Loss factor of Rayleigh waves on PZT -5H XZ 
plane(Z-prop.)

Fig. 6 Dispersion curve of Love waves on PZT-5H XZ 
plane(X-prop.)

Fig. 7 Excitation efficiency vs. kra for first mode Low 
waves on PZT-5H XZ plane(X-prop.)

Fig. 8 Loss fractor of Rayleigh waves on PZT-5H XZ 
planet X-proo.)

waves also show a similar dispersion c나「ve as 

before.

Since the crystal XZ plane is anisotropic, the 

variation of phase velocity as a function of kra 

and propagation direction on the plane is calculated. 

For the propagation in this plane, a general tyjx' 

of surface waves in which all components of the 

displacements arc coupled to the electric potent i;J 

is observed. Under these conditions, the Rayleigh 

and the Love waves do not propagate in pure 

irp () vhewe a thru”- Hirn「、"寸 

for the fi「니 mode Ravieigbi wavc-ss 「顼如匚 "丄 

boundary conditions, where^ g i.s farsgif 

between the propagation direction and crystal .X 

axis. An angle of () indicates X axis propagation 

.90 nichcates Z axis propag^ition, i眼)「all propa 

g<ition directions fromT !()() ■ to J)01 j on the Y - cut 

plane, the phase velocity starts at the shear wave 

velocity of steel and approaches the Rayleigh wave 

velocity of PZT-5H, With increasing values of g, 

the phase velocity smoothly changes from the value 

for X axis propagation to that for Z axis propag - 

ation. To calculate the difference in phase velocities 

(△v), a similar figure with shorted bo니ndary con

ditions at the layer surface is drawn. With these 

two figures, the excitation efficiency / v as a 

function of kra and angle Q ls calculated. As shown 

ir-> pig 11\ fhp vnlup cf !、n / v significant for 

X .-ixis pr<.'TX-it(atiori but almost negligible for Z axis 

projx-iganon, i'he region showing the highest valut? 

of Av /'" v is at kra -^ 1.4 and angle 6?~22.5°. But 

the SAW rx)pagation in this direction is not a pure 

mode.

Now the crystal cut of the surface plane is 
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changed gradually from Z-cut to Y cut. Figure 

11 shows the three- dimensional dispersion curve 

of the first mode Rayleigh waves. In the figure, 

X, X2 and X3 denote a cartesian coordinate system 

and X, Y and Z are crystal axes. The angle G 

is the rotation angle showing the orientation of 

the surface plane with respect to Y and Z axes. 

The plane containing the Y, Z, X】and X3 axes 

is a sagittal plane. In Fig. 11, the crystal cut of 

the surface plane is changed from Z-cut(angle 

尸=()°) to Y-cut(angle /3=9()°), For all the rota

tions, the surface waves propagate in the coordi 

nate X】direction on the surface plane. In the other 

directions on the surface plane, the wave propag -

ation is not a pure mexie. Therefore only X】dire

ction propagation is considered here. Regardless 

of the crystal cut, as long as the propagation 

vector lies m the X】 dircetion in Fig. 11, it 아lows 

the same degenerate case as that on the basal 

plane. The Rayleigh waves coupled to 廿圮 electric 

potential are totally uncoupled from the Love 

waves. For all the cuts, the starting velocities are 

the Rayleigh wave velocity of steel. Figure 12 

shows the variation of the loss factor of the first 

mode Rayleigh waves as a function of the rotation 

angle and kra. The values of kra showing the 

minimum and the maximum kg / kra are different 

for different cuts but they are aproximately 0.6

Fig. 9 Velocity vs. kra and angle o from X axis (Ray 
leigh -first mode). PZT-.SH XZ plane as a 
surface plane

Fig. 10 Excitation cfficic'ncy r. kra aiid angle o from 
X axis
(Rnyleigh first mode ), PZT XZ plane' as 
a surface plane

angle B from (001) 이an으

Fig. '2 广：' 患">:\f「// "，，；

! ilLI i
I !Z ! 51 i X /'"iL , i:- ,: JT I .■ ij ; ik：T It

Fg 1 1 \ clucilv \'s. k rj and
i.iugk: /了 H'om ?\ UXLSJ

Knk'igb. tirs t nuioc ;
i'ZT 5H XZ .二 Sir'll 1.1：
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Fig. 13 Excitation efficiency vs. kra ana angle /3 from 
X axis
(Rayleigh first mode), PZT-5H XZ plane as 
a sagittal plane

Fig. 14 Excitation efficiency vs. kra for first mode
Rayleigh waves on PVDF' XY jjlam.'t X prop. )

and 2.5, respect"니y. As the cut of the surface 

plane is changed from Y-cut to Z -ciit. tlie loss 

factor increases slowly For tlie Love and 나' 

Scholt.e waves also, three dimensional disi.)ersic..' 

cui'ves are drawii.

Also, similar curves were drawn with a shorted 
F , 1

：X JLli ti.x.i.ij. > <. U .J < k. !■ 1 、：、 …—.■ ' - ■ - ■ ; ■-

isotropic basal plane, the phase v시。cim ot Ray 

lei^h waves would be： mtluericcd !)< 投 shui'I

c uit du I i I lust'： ()i i.,o\'C …、兀.&".<.]、」*：

the former inv()lve?s the' tkUi" potentul i)ut th” 

latter does not. In the same manner, the surface 

wave excitation efficiency as a function of kra 

and angle B is drawn, Fig. 13. With increase of 

the rotation algle /?, the value of Av / v decreases 

slowly. With kra, it shows a local maximum at 

around 0.6 and becomes almost 0 at about 1.2. 

After that, it increases rapidly and reaches another 

maximum at kra—2.6. Thus Z-cut crystal, X axis 

propagation and kra value of 2.6 is the most 

desirable combination to get the highest surface 

wave excitaion effciency.

So far, the calulation was performed with a PZ 

T 5H layer and a steel substrate. The same tec

hnique is applied to the device composed of a 

PVDF layer and a steel substrate. With 나rec

ently measured material properties of PVDF [1 

3], the same numerical analysis is performed. But 

because PVDF is available only as thin films, only 

crystal XY plane can be used as the layer of a 

SAW device. On the XY plane, only crystal X 

and Y axes are SAW pure mode propagation 

directions. Fot rhe two axes, crystal X axis is 

preferred because of its higher SAW generation 

efficiency and low attenuation m propagation. 

Figure 14 shows the excitation efficiency variation 

with kra of first mode Rayleigh waves on the X 

axis propagation and it shows the maximum value 

at kra- 1.1. Similarly, the attenuation rate of 나冶 

Rayleigh waves on the X axis is calculated and 

나冷 minimum is at kra —0.9 as shown in Fig. 1

5.

IV. Determination of Optima Geometry of 

Underwater SAW Devices

gemoetrv ot an underwatei SAW 一브 wit.li a 

PZT-5H layer and a 出己니 $니bstrat。is cietermmed. 

"圮 the isotropic L^asa! plain4 ot PZT SI I. t he valut' 

of a i \ for the first mode Rayleigh waves. H 旧.
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4, reaches a local maximum at kra —().(5 and 2.

6. The propagation of both the Rayleigh and the 

Love waves on this plane is pure mode. The 

variation of the loss factor (kja / kra) with kra is 

the minimum at kra —0.6 for the Rayleigh waves. 

Fig. 3. For the Love waves, since they are not 

coupled to the 니ectric fi이d, shortmg the free 

surface has no effect on it.

On the crystal XZ plane, for the Rayleigh waves, 

the value of Av/v is the maximum at kra —1.-1 

and the propagation direction 22.5° from the crystal 

X axis to Z axis, Fig. 10. But on this plane, only 

the X and the Z axis propgation is pure mode and 

instead of the above value, kra —1.4 and X axis 

propagation is chosen as th optimum. On this axis, 

the attenuation rate is the minimum at kra —0.

7, Fig. 8. For the Love waves, Av / v is the 

maximum at kra—2.8 in X axis propagation, Fig.

Finally, for the〉如 direction propagation on dif

ferent crystal cuts, Fig. 13 shows that Av /' v for 

the Rayleigh waves is the maximum at kra = (). 

6 and 2.6 at Z-cut crystal plane. The wave pro

pagation in the X】direction on all the crystal cuts 

is pure mode. The value of kra 아!。wing the 

minimum loss factor is different for different cuts, 

but it is approximately 0.6 for all 나］e cuts, 아iowh 

in Fig. 12. For the Love waves, the shorted bou

ndary conditions on the surface does not make 

거ny difference.

By comparing these results, for the first mode, 

the optimal geometry of the underwater SAW 

device composed of a PZT-5H layer and a steel 

substrate is determined as : (1) for the Rayleigh 

wav(?s, all the directions on the isotn)j:)ic basal plane 

(Z—cut ) of PZTfH and kra--().(； (2) for 나/ 

Love waves. X axis propagation on the crystal 

XZ plane ( Y - cut) PZT-5H and "l二？.X.

For 나SAW devic:e with a PVDF layer and 

니 steel subsirate, tlit1 optimal geometry is cick'rni 

韓國音響學會誌9巻4號(1990)

med in the same manner. With 나］& PVDF XY 

plane as the layer surface. Fig. 14 아｝ows 나le 

excitation efficiency variation with kra of first 

mode Rayleigh waves on the X axis propagation 

and it show the maximum val나e at kra —1.1. 

Similarly, the attenuation rate of the Rayleighwaves 

on the X axis is calculated and the minimum is 

at kr~0.9 as 아］own in Fig. 15. Therefore, from 

the results, 나ig X axis propagation on the crystal 

XY plane of PVDF and kra-^ 1.1 is determined 

as the optimal geometry for the Rayleigh waves. 

For the Love waves, they can be generated by 

IDTs only in directions between the crystal X and 

Y axes on the XY plane. But they are not pure 

mode propagation directions. Thus the PVDF XY 

plane is not appropriate for 나比 generation of the 

Love waves.

V. Conclusion

Designing an immersablc SAW device requires 

niore attention and full information about under

water surface wave properties due to the leakage 

of wave energy into water. Therefore, an accurate

Fig. 15 丨「《、—i厂
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겄nd reliable design method of the device needs 

to be developed to overcome the attenuation and 

get the highest SAW generation efficiency. In this 

paper, for the development of the technique, 

detailed propagation properties of all the possib이e 

modes of sur face waves in a layered medium was 

studied. Based on the results, the opt iiTia! gconi 

etry of underwater SAW devices ior e*ach  type 

of surface waves was d etermjneci to get the 

minimum attenuation in propagation, the maximum 

generation efficiency, and pure mexie propagation. 

The optimal geometry includes piezoelectric crystal 

cut, SAW propagation direction, and nondimensional 

wave number. Calculation was performed by 

modeling the underwater SAW device composed 

of a PZT-5H layer and a steel substrate Then 

the developed method was applied to the device 

composed of a PVDF thin layer and a stc이 sub

strate, 건nd its optimal geometry was obtained.
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